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ABSTRACT
Vessel collision with bridge pilings can cause a catastrophic event and are occurring at
an alarming rate. Such events can lead to the collapse of a bridge, causing deaths, shutting
down a primary route of transportation and costing millions of dollars in repairs. Today, the
AASHTO Bridge Code gives designers a methodology toward designing bridge pilings to
withstand the impact of an errant vessel. However, bridges designed before this code was
written require a protective system that is capable of redirecting a colliding vessel without
causing severe damage to the pilings or the vessel. This research will look into three proposed
fender protective systems and determine which system would be most feasible based on the
performance of each system using finite element methods. This work is mainly focused for
shallow waterways with traffic consisting primarily of small boats and barges.

xii

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

General Overview
Vessel collision with bridge pilings can cause a catastrophic event and are occurring at

an alarming rate. Such events can lead to the collapse of the bridge, causing deaths, shutting
down a primary route of transportation, and costing millions of dollars in repairs. Today, the
AASHTO Bridge Code gives designers a methodology toward designing bridges to withstand
the impact of an errant vessel. However, up until 1991, the direct impact of vessels was
neglected in the bridge design codes, thus bridges designed before 1991 are vulnerable to
collapse from vessel collisions. The design of bridges for vessel collision in the US was first
incorporated by “AASHTO Guide Specification and Commentary for Vessel Collision Design of
Highway Bridges” [1] in which a model to determine vessel collision forces required for
designing bridge elements was introduced. Thus, bridge pilings can be designed to withstand
the impact load generated by a colliding vessel. Because of the high number of bridges that are
located in the widely used rivers, streams, and lakes of the United States, bridge piling
protection is of great concern for older bridges. For this reason, a protective system needs to
be analyzed to determine its capability of redirecting a colliding vessel, and absorbing the
impact energy without causing severe damage to the pilings or the vessel.
1.2

Background
According to AASHTO, the expected impact force is dependent on the vessel type and

the speed of the vessel. Vessels come in different weights and sizes which in turn, affect the
cargo carrying capacity. In addition, the need for a protection system needs to be considered
using a risk analysis. This analysis determines the probability of aberrancy of the vessel and is
determined by the geometry of the channel and the types and numbers of vessels navigated
through the waterway.
In the state of Louisiana, the Mississippi River is a primary method of transportation of
goods. Barges numbering into the hundreds per week float up and down the river. In a report
1

sent to the Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development and the Federal Highway
Administration by Voyiadjis et al. (2008), the measures to be considered against vessel collision
include:
•

Measures to avoid or reduce the risk of collision, such as
o

Consideration of the navigation conditions and the geometry of the
waterway when planning the position of the bridge and its piers.

o
•

Use of aids to navigation and warning systems.

Design for withstanding collision impacts. A protective system may also be
considered instead of design for collision impacts.

•

Measures to improve the general behavior of the bridge and reduce the
consequences of collision. These are recommendations for structural design and
detailing without consideration of a specific impact load. [2]

There are three categories for the causes of vessel collision with bridges: mechanical
failure, human error, and environmental conditions [2]. The mechanical failure category contains
situations like the breakdown of engines or steering. Human error usually includes negligence,
incompetence, lack of experience, communication errors, etc. Strong winds, snow, or heavy
rain can be the primary environmental causes of errant barges.
1.3

Objectives
The objectives of a protection system include preventing, redirecting, or reducing the

impact loads on bridge pilings, piers, and abutments. If the resistance force of the protection
system is higher than that of the vessel impact force, than the ship will primarily absorb the
impact energy and cause the bow of the ship to crush. If the impact force generated by the
vessel is higher than the resistance force of the protection system, then the impact energy will
be primarily absorbed by inelastic deformation of the protective system.

2

Damage to the vessel may result in serious environmental consequences such as
spilling of oils and other chemicals. Recently, a cargo ship in Oakland, California crashed into
the Bay Bridge, rupturing two fuel tanks. The tear in the hull leaked approximately 58,000
gallons of fuel into the bay, the bay’s worst spill in two decades. This spill caused significant
environmental casualties, including local birds and fish. Therefore, an efficient protection
system should be designed not only to protect the bridge structure but also to protect the vessel
and the environment. The current practice in the design of protective systems is based on
energy considerations. Thus, the kinetic energy of the vessel just before impact is transformed
into an equal amount of energy that must be absorbed by the protective system through
deformation. Fender systems that are currently installed around bridge piers are generally rigid,
but relatively brittle barriers. These barriers often exhibit high levels of damage or even total
destruction, requiring major repairs after a collision event.
The requirements for vessel collision design are a significant factor in the design of
bridges over navigable waterways, which can affect the bridge configuration and layout, the type
and size of the bridge piers and/or the type and size of the pier protection system. Since
collisions, whether minor or major, do occur and fenders are first to get damaged, it is important
to develop fender systems that protect the bridge with a specific performance. For example, a
fender design philosophy could involve two performance limits: 1) in the case of minor collisions
or bumps, no damage should occur to the fender; and 2) for severe collision, the fenders could
be damaged, but should be capable of absorbing sufficient energy to prevent the errant vessel
from damaging the bridge [4].

3

CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Pier fender systems can be made of timber, steel, concrete, or rubber, and are located
directly on bridge piers (see Figures 1-4). While timber, steel and concrete fenders are usually
crushable and can be damaged irreparably at high impacting forces, the high elasticity inherent
in rubber results in relatively high energy absorption characteristics. Timber fenders are
composed of vertical and horizontal wood beams that can be attached to a pier or erected
adjacent to the pier. Timber is commonly used because of its low cost. However, timber fenders
are most effective against minor collisions and are generally not created in sizes that would
protect against a major vessel.

Figure 1. Timber fender systems used in some small bridges in Louisiana
Concrete fenders are hollow, thin-walled concrete box structures that diffuse impact
energy through buckling and crushing of the concrete walls. Steel fenders offer the same kind of
energy diffusion as a concrete fender; however, with this application, timber fenders should be
attached to prevent sparks when steel-hulled vessels meet steel fenders.
Rubber fenders are available in a variety of shapes and can be purchased commercially.
They absorb impact through compression, bending, and shear deformations or a combination of
all three. Rubber fender systems also have the advantage of low maintenance costs and high
durability. Pier mounted rubber fenders have successfully served to absorb some of the impact
forces during collisions, reducing the final force on the pier and avoiding permanent damage.
4

These improved rubber products have helped improve the efficiency of rubber-based fenders for
pier protection. For example, the load deflection, energy absorption, and chemical properties of
laminated rubber have made them a preferred choice over virgin extruded and molded rubber
for marine vessels and structures [3].

Figure 2. UHMW Marine Plastic Material Panel Facing (Maritime International, Inc)

Figure 3. Laminated Rubber Fenders (Schuyler Rubber Company, Inc.)

5

Figure 4. Seapile and SeaTimber Marine Composite (SEAWORD, Trelleborg Group)
2.1

Bridge Pier Collisions
Table 1 shows the potential results of a collision between a barge and a bridge pier. A

properly designed fender system should have the capabilities to protect against these
catastrophic events, such as the 1993 vessel collision with an Amtrak bridge in Alabama,
costing 47 lives and millions of dollars [4]. Fourteen motorists were killed in May 2002 when the
99-foot-long towboat Robert Y. Love, pushing two empty 298-foot-long barges on the Arkansas
River, veered off course and struck the Interstate 40 Bridge in Webbers Falls, Oklahoma [4].

Figure 5. I-40 Bridge, Arkansas River
Figure 5 shows a picture of the I-40 Bridge collision in which a section of roadway rests
on the barge that knocked out the supports of the I-40 Bridge across the Arkansas River [4].
6

The piers that collapsed were about 200 feet from the channel. This collision renewed concerns
about the protection of highway and railroad bridges from collisions with vessels. The I-40
Bridge was built in 1967 and was rated satisfactory by the Oklahoma DOT. The state’s DOT had
done a ship-bridge collision survey of its bridges across the Arkansas River, but concluded that
the probability of a ship striking the outer pier of the I-40 Bridge was small [4]. Fenders were,
therefore, provided on the upstream side of the two bridge piers next to the navigation channel,
with none on the downstream side [5].
Table 1. Major Ship Collisions with Bridges

2.2

Pier Protection
The idea to develop standards for impact-resistant bridge substructures in the United

States began after an ocean freighter struck a bridge support of the Sunshine Skyway Bridge in
Tampa, Florida, on May 8, 1980, resulting in the collapse of a long-span, high-level bridge [4].
7

In 1988, 11 States and the FHWA sponsored a pool-funded research project to establish design
specifications for ship impact with bridges [4]. In 1991, the findings of this project were adopted
by AASHTO, and were presented as the Guide Specifications and Commentary for Vessel
Collision Design of Highway Bridges [1]. The Guide Specifications provide 3 vessel impact
design methods, called Methods I, II and III [4]. The first is a semi-deterministic method that
allows the designer to select a design vessel for collision impact. The second involves selection
of the design vessel based on a probabilistic analysis of actual traffic data. The third employs a
cost-effective analysis procedure to select the design vessel and resembles Method II [4].
Method II of the Guide has been adopted into the LRFD Bridge Specifications.
Recently, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) conducted full-scale barge impact
experiments [6]. The experiments were conducted at the Waterways Experiment Station to
assist in the verification of the current barge impact methodologies being utilized in the design of
energy absorbing fender systems. The flotillas were fully ballasted to approximately 9 ft. of draft
and laid out with state-of-the-art instrumentation to record the actual impact force and the
behavior of the system during impact. The angles and speeds of the tow at impact during these
experiments ranged from 0.5 to 4.1 ft. per second, and at angles of impact from 5 to 30 degrees
[4].
2.3

Existing Fender Protective Systems
The literature review [4] concludes that only a small number of existing systems exhibit

energy absorbing capabilities. For example, a new Wide-flange beam system that incorporates
energy-absorbing technology has been developed and crash tested as guard rails for vehicle
crashes, but has potential for use as an energy absorbing fender [7]. The W-beam utilizes an
impact head designed to dissipate impact energy by producing a series of plastic hinges in the
W-beam as the impact head is compressed. The energy-absorption mechanism allows the Wbeam to absorb large amounts of kinetic energy. Another new biaxial elasto-plastic energy
absorbing device has been developed and tested for application in bridge fenders [8]. This
8

system consists of a bent U-shaped steel element arranged in a radial pattern. Each element
can deform along any direction. The radial arrangement allows for a full exploitation of the
energy dissipating capability of each element as well as for the possibility of calibrating the
resisting forces in the horizontal directions.
Existing bridge piling protective systems by other states or countries, were identified and
grouped into six main categories as follows: [4]
•

•

•

Pile fender systems
o

Timber piles

o

Steel piles

o

Pre-stressed concrete piles

o

Composites piles

Rubber fender systems
o

Rubber-in-compression

o

Rubber-in-shear

o

Rubber-in-torsion

o

Lord flexible

o

Pneumatic

Hydraulic/pneumatic fender systems
o

Dashpot hydraulic

o

Hydro-pneumatic floating fender

•

Retractable fender systems

•

Gravity-type fender systems

•

Floating fender systems
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2.3.1

Pile Fender Systems
The pile fender system employs piles driven below the mud line such that the energy is

mainly absorbed by deflection of the pile. The energy absorption capacity depends on the pile
and is determined on the basis of internal strain-energy characteristics. Piles used in this type of
fender system are usually made of different types of materials such as timber, steel, concrete
and composites [4].
•

Timber piles: Consist of timber members with a contact frame that is formed to
distribute impact loads. This type of piles has low initial cost as an advantage and
limited energy absorption as a disadvantage. Moreover, it is highly susceptible to
both mechanical and biological damage.

•

Steel piles: Normally used in water depth greater than 40 feet in which they
show strength and feasibility for difficult seafloor condition. Vulnerability to corrosion
and the high initial cost are considered disadvantages for this type of pile fender
systems.

•

Pre-stressed concrete piles: usually used with rubber buffers at deck level.
They are able to resists natural and biological deterioration. They have limited strain
energy capacity and show corrosion of steel through cracks.

•

Composite Piles: cylindrical shells fabricated of high-strength fiber reinforced
composite materials and filled with concrete. Another variation is plastic piling
reinforced with fiber reinforced polymer bars. Both types of piles exhibit high-energy
absorption and resist natural and biological deterioration.

2.3.2

Rubber Fender Systems
Consist mainly of two major types, rubber-in-compression and rubber-in-shear.

However, there exist some other types of rubber fender systems such as rubber-in-torsion, lord
flexible, and pneumatic [4]:
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•

Rubber-in-compression: Consists of a series of cylindrical rubber or rectangular
tubes installed behind standard fender piles. Energy absorption is achieved by
compression of the rubber. Absorption capacity depends on the size of the buffer
and on maximum deflection. The energy-absorption capacity can be varied by
using the tubes in single or double layers, or by varying the tube size. Simplicity
and adaptability plus effectiveness at reasonable cost are considered as
advantages whereas their initial cost is higher than standard pile systems without
resilient units.

•

Rubber-in-shear: Consists of a series of rubber pads bonded between steel plates
to form a series of rubber sandwiches mounted firmly as buffers between a pilefender system and a pier. Two types of mounting units are available: standard unit
or overload unit, which is capable of absorbing 100% more energy. It is capable of
cushioning impact from lateral and vertical directions with high energy absorption
capacity and with a favorable initial cost. It is too stiff for small vessels with steel
plates and subject to corrosion. It shows some problems with the bond between
the steel plate and rubber.

•

Rubber-in-torsion: A combination of rubber and steel fabricated in cone-shaped
compact bumper form, molded into a specially cast steel frame and bonded to the
steel. It absorbs energy by torsion, compression, shear and tension, but most
energy is absorbed by compression. It is capable of resisting the impact from all
directions. Besides fatigue, it also shows some bond problems between steel
casting and rubber.

•

Lord flexible: Consists of an arch-shaped rubber block bonded between two end
steel plates. It can be installed on open or bulk head-type piers, dolphins, or
incorporated with standard pile or hung fender systems. Impact energy is absorbed
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by bending (buckling) and compression of the arch-shaped column. Possible
fatigue and bond problems between steel plates and rubber are also observed.
•

Pneumatic: Pneumatic fenders are pressurized, airtight rubber devices designed
to absorb impact energy by the compression of air inside a rubber envelope.
Energy-absorption capacity and resistance load depend on the size and number of
tires used and on the initial air pressure when inflated. It is suitable for both berthed
and moored ships. It also requires high maintenance cost.

2.3.3

Hydraulic/pneumatic Fender Systems

Consist of the following two main types [4]:
• Dashpot hydraulic: Consists of a cylinder full of oil or other fluid so arranged that
when a plunger is depressed by impact, the fluid is displaced through a non
variable or variable orifice into a reservoir at higher elevation. It is suitable where
severe wind, wave, swell, and current conditions exist.
• Hydro-pneumatic floating fender: This is a system of floating rubber envelopes
filled with water and air, which absorbs energy by viscous resistance or by air
compression.
2.3.4

Retractable Fender Systems
Consists of vertical-contact posts connected by rows of wales and chocks. The fender

retracts under impact, thus absorbing energy by action of gravity and friction. Energy-absorption
capacity depends directly on the effective weights, the angle of inclination of the supporting
brackets and the maximum amount of retraction of the system. Beside their low maintenance
cost, they have negligible effects of bio-deterioration on energy absorption capacity. However,
their vulnerability to corrosion of the supporting brackets as well as high initial cost if used on
open type piers are considered as disadvantages [4].
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2.3.5

Gravity Fender Systems
Gravity fenders are normally made of concrete blocks and are suspended from heavily

constructed wharf decks. Impact energy is absorbed by moving and lifting the heavy concrete
blocks [4].
2.3.6

Floating Fender Systems
These systems consist of floating logs, which ride up and down against the timber

breasting face. They are also easy applicable and can be used at high water depths. They have
low energy absorption [4].
2.4

Methods for Estimation Barge Collision Demands
The impact force, Fm, generated by an errant barge can be calculated using equation 1.

Information for estimating the masses, approach velocities and approach angles can be found in
the tables below. Information on the return periods for use in probabilistic design of lock walls in
barge impact may provide a method for estimating impact design loads on rigid navigation
devices. This method is only applicable for approach angles less than 30° and the impact
structure is not flexible [4]. Equation (1) is valid for Fm < 800 kips:

Fm = 0.435 × m × (V0 X × sin θ + Voy × cosθ )
where
V0x

= Initial longitudinal velocity of barge in x-direction, ft/sec

V0y

= Initial longitudinal velocity of barge in y-direction, ft/sec

m

= Mass of barge train, kip-sec2/ft = 2W/g

W

= Weight of barge in short tons, including towboat

2

= Conversion factor from short tons to kips.

g

= 32.2 ft/sec2
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(1)

2.4.1

Probabilistic Model
Using equation (1), a probabilistic model can be assembled, which requires that the

annual distributions of ship mass, impact angle, and approach angles be known. These
probabilistic variables can be related to variations in the impact load through a Monte Carlo
simulation. The method defines three design events for barge impact as outlined below [4].
Table 2 shows the typical ranges for the impact angles, while Table 3 shows the typical range
values for the impact velocities.
•

Usual: These are frequent loading conditions that are expected to occur with a
return period of 1-10 years. No damage is expected to occur to the barge or the wall.

•

Unusual: These are infrequent loading conditions that are expected to occur with a
return period of 10-300 years. Minor, but easily repairable damage could occur to the
barge or wall.

•

Extreme: These are rare events that are expected to occur with a return period of
more than 300 years. Moderate to extreme damage is expected to occur to the barge
and wall, but the wall should not collapse.
Table 2. Typical Range Values for Impact Angles
Load Condition

Approach Angles (degrees)

Usual

5 - 10

Unusual

10 - 20

Extreme

20 - 35

Table 3. Typical ranges for impact angles used in preliminary analyses
Load Condition

V0x (ft/sec)

V0y (ft/sec)

Usual

0.5 - 2

0.01 - 0.1

Unusual

3-4

0.4 - 0.5

Extreme

10 - 20

0.5 - 1
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Figure 6. Data requirements for empirical model
2.5
2.5.1

Methodologies for Absorbing Impact Energy
Performance-Based Design Philosophy
A performance-based design philosophy begins with determining the energy demands

generated by the approaching vessel. The energy created by the barge can be classified into
three categories: low energy, medium energy and high energy collisions.
For a low energy collision, both the vessel and the fender system will behave elastically
and will not suffer significant permanent damage. The barge’s energy is delivered to the fender
system, stored as potential energy in the fender and then given back to the vessel, forcing it to
rebound. Some loss in energy will be due to friction and will cause insignificant damage to the
ship. The elastic behavior of the fender system may be linear or nonlinear, e.g. in the case of
fenders with rubber components. A low energy collision can be expected to occur frequently
during the service life of the protective fender system. The fender and barge should not require
any repairs after such an event. The velocity of a vessel for this performance condition is
assumed to be 1 knot.
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For the medium energy condition, the protection system will behave elastically and will
not undergo permanent damage. However, the ship may experience inelastic deformation. The
energy of the vessel is delivered to the fender system, which is stored as potential energy and
then the excess is given back to the vessel, causing rebound. A medium energy collision is
expected to occur rarely during the service life of the fender. The fender should not require any
repairs after such an event, but the vessel may require some repairs. The velocity of a vessel
for this performance condition is assumed to be 3 knots.
In a high energy collision, both the vessel and fender system will undergo permanent
damage. The fender system will be unable to absorb all of the energy of the vessel, allowing it
to penetrate and impact the bridge. The deformation and energy absorbed prior to fender
failure determines the energy remaining in the vessel that will be delivered to and create
collision forces on the bridge. It is assumed that the change in velocity of the ship will be
significant enough as to prevent the collapse of the bridge. A high energy collision is expected
to occur very rarely during the service life of the fender. For this condition, it is expected that
both the fender and vessel will undergo extensive damage after such a collision. The velocity of
a vessel for this performance condition is assumed to be 5 knots.
2.5.2

Energy Demand and Capacity Calculations
The design process for energy demand calculations is based upon energy balance.

The energy balance equation can be written as [4]:

Ek = E fender + Eship + Esoil

(2)

where:

E fender = E piles + Ewales = energy stored in the fender components for a pile system
E piles = energy stored in the fender piles

Ewales = energy stored in the fender wales
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Eship = energy stored in the colliding vessel

Esoil = energy dissipated through soil-pile interaction in pile mounted fender units
For elastic cantilever piles, the energy stored in the piles is:

E pile

1
1 F 2 L3
= F .∆ p =
2
2 3EI

(3)

where:
F is the force in the pile
L is the effective pile length

∆ p is the deflection of the elastic cantilever pile.
EI is the effective flexural stiffness
Composite piles exhibit linear behavior up to failure, which renders E pile

1 F 2 L3
=
valid all the
2 3EI

way up to failure and is shown in Figure 7 [4]. The energy absorbed by elastic fender wales is
negligible and can be ignored in the energy balance computations. If the wales participate
elastically with the piles in resisting the applied dynamic loads, then the fender system could be
considered as a grid. For this case the expression is given as follows [4]:

E fender = E pile + E wales =

1
Fgrid ∆ grid
2

(4)

where:

Fgrid = force applied to the grid of piles and wales
∆ grid = resulting deformation
Pile or Pier Mounted Energy Dissipating Fenders can be directly mounted onto a bridge
piling to reduce the forces generated by the impacting vessel. Typically this type of system is
done for berthing systems where the velocity of the vessel is slower than a vessel traveling
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Figure 7. Test Results of Various Types of Composite Piles
under a bridge. Usually the energy absorbed by a pile mounted energy dissipating fender is
obtained from the force vs. deformation curve that is provided by the manufacturer. The energy
that is absorbed by the soil interaction is negligible and not considered in the energy balance
calculations.
Using the AASHTO guidelines, the energy stored in the vessel is computed using the
following expression [1]:

⎛
⎞
E
aB = ⎜ 1 + k
− 1 ⎟ ⎛⎜ 10.2 ⎞⎟
RB ⎠
5672
⎝
⎠⎝

(5)

(6)
where:
aB = depth (ft) of barge crush deformation
RB = BB/35 (ft)
BB = barge width
PB = crush force
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The crush model is illustrated graphically in Figure 8 [3]. The AASHTO computations described
above were developed for barge impact on a bridge pier.
In the event that the pier protection system fails and the vessel penetrates, the energy
remaining in the vessel is

Eremaining ≈ Ek − ( E fender + Eship + Esoil )
Vs = 2

max

(7)

E remaining
Ms

(8)

The bridge pier must be checked against this force from the remaining velocity to ensure that
the bridge pier does not fail.

Figure 8. Barge Crush Model Used in AASHTO Bridge Design Specifications
2.5.3

Energy Demand Calculations
The kinetic energy of a barge is determined using the method outlined in “Criteria for:

The Design of Bridge Piers with Respect to Vessel Collision in Louisiana Waterways” [2]. The
kinetic energy of a moving ship can be calculated as follows [2]:
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Ek =

1
* ( M s + m ) *Vs 2
2

(9)

where:
Ek = kinetic energy of the barge

M s = mass of the ship
m = hydrodynamic mass

Vs = velocity of the ship
The hydrodynamic mass accounts for the additional hydrodynamic forces of the water
moving with the ship. The values for the hydrodynamic mass depends on factors such as the
shape of the barge, vessel velocity, barge position and direction of travel, depth of water,
distance to impact objects, etc. However, the most commonly used values for the
hydrodynamic mass are as follows [2]:
m = (0.05 – 0.1) *Ms for head-on impact
m = 0.4* Ms for sideway impact
The formulations for the kinetic energy above are for a head-on impact [2]. The
AASHTO guideline states that for the design of a bridge substructure, the impact force is to be
considered as a static load and is applied in a direction that is parallel to that alignment with the
centerline of the river [9]. According to AASHTO [2], fifty percent of the calculated static load is
to be applied in the direction which is perpendicular to the channel; however, these transverse
and longitudinal loads are not considered to act simultaneously.
For an eccentric or oblique impact, some of the vessel’s kinetic energy will be lost due
to friction and rotation. For this case, the effective kinetic energy that is to be considered in the
energy demand calculations becomes [2]:

∆E k = η × E k

(10)

where η is a factor depending on the impact angle, α. The values for η as a function of α are
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illustrated in Figure 9. In addition, the figure demonstrates the relationship between η and the
friction coefficient, µ.

Figure 9. Impact Energy and its relationship with the impact angle and friction
coefficient
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CHAPTER 3. FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
3.1

Introduction
A finite element (FE) model for dynamic load analysis was created using ABAQUS Explicit

to simulate the impact between a barge and the bridge pier protective fender units. The
objective of which is to determine if the proposed fender units are capable of absorbing the
kinetic energy of the barge and preventing the vessel from striking the bridge substructure by
stopping or redirecting the errant vessel. It is also important for the fender system to cause as
little damage to the ship as possible. Pier mounted fender systems were the targets of the
investigation because the soil that make up the Mississippi River in Louisiana is unconfined,
weak, and unpredictable in some areas. It also eliminates the construction cost due to pile
driving in clay soils. Thus, using driven piles as a fender system would be difficult to construct
and costly. The sections below outline the details of the barge and fender unit models. Friction
between the barge and fender models is ignored in the analysis because introducing friction
would cause the ship velocity to decrease at a higher rate. Thus, a smooth surface was
assumed for this work. English units (Imperial System Units) were chosen to create the model
and are shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Customary English Units Used for FE Model

3.2

Quantity

U.S. Unit

Length
Density
Force
Mass
Time

Inches
4 2
(lbf/in )s
Pounds
2
(lbf/in)s
Seconds

Barge Model
The barge chosen to be modeled for this research is a Class IV jumbo hopper, which is

the most common vessel that travels the Mississippi River. A jumbo hopper measures 195’
long, 35’ wide and a depth of 12’. A vessel of this magnitude has a loaded displacement of
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1900 tons when fully loaded. Additional barge properties of the barge are described in Figure
10 below which were taken from the AASHTO Specification Guide [1]. Barges are typically
made of structural steel in the form of plates and shells and are divided into two main regions:
the front raked bow section and the large cargo hold which comprises the majority of the vessel.
The raked bow portion is typically constructed from several trusses spanning in both the
longitudinal and transverse directions for support.

Figure 10. Class IV Jumbo Hopper Barge Properties
The finite element model of the barge consists of two sections as mentioned above. The
raked bow portion of the ship comprises the front 20 feet of the barge, indicated by RL in Figure
10 and Area 1 in Figure 11. This section of the model is considered to be the most critical for
the dynamic analysis and therefore uses a fine mesh, 4 noded shell elements with a uniform
thickness of 1.5 inches based on previous models of similar research [9]. The bow was created
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in three parts: the first part represents the hollow section of the bow while two side elements are
created to close off the ends. The entire shell structure is reinforced with beam elements of
linear interpolation. Thus, they consist of 2 nodes at the corner of each finite element. Beam
elements are chosen over truss elements because beam elements have six degrees of freedom
at each node and better represent in this case the physical structure. In addition, beam
elements take into account flexure and shear stiffness while truss elements only take into
account axial deformations [10]. The beam element has a rectangular cross-sectional profile
with a side length of 3 ½ x 3 ½ inches.
The remaining portion of the barge is modeled using 8 noded solid elements. This can
be done because the rear of the ship will not undergo any deformation and will be subjected to
little stress in real life impact. Thus to save computational time, a course mesh was used for the
last 175 feet of the ship, indicated by Area 2 in Figure 11. The most significant contribution of
this section is that it creates weight. For this reason, a density was assigned to this section that
would accurately represent the payload of the cargo. The barge model is similar to previous
studies performed by the University of Florida. (Consolazio and Cowanm, 2003) The figures
below show the barge model, its appropriate sections, and establishes the coordinate system
used throughout this work.

Area 1

Area 2
Figure 11. Barge Model

To simulate the impact speed of the vessel, a boundary condition is initialized in step 1
of the 2 step analysis procedure that gives the ship an initial velocity. This velocity is kept
constant throughout the duration of step1. Once step 1 is completed, the velocity is deactivated
24

X

Y
Z

Figure 12. 3-D View of Barge Model

Figure 13. Internal Truss and Shell Elements of Bow
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and the vessel is allowed to continue on its original trajectory with the same initial velocity until
impact with the fender system. This is step 2 of the procedure. All components of the ship
model are given this boundary condition. The second boundary condition applied to the barge
is rollers along the top surfaces to prevent translation in the z-direction only. This circumstance
is used to imitate the barge floating in the channel. Figure 14 shows the barge with the applied
boundary conditions. Any rise of the barge due to the collision with the fender system is
ignored as the barge is heavier than the fender system and will not allow that to occur.
Roller Supports

Initial Velocity

Figure 14. Boundary Condition for FE Barge Model
Structural steel was chosen as the material that makes up the ship model because the
majority of jumbo hoppers in today’s waterways are constructed with such material. To model
the steel, specific material parameters are introduced to accurately describe the weight,
strength, and elasticity of A529 Grade 50 steel. Such parameters include a modulus of elasticity
of 29,000,000 psi, Poisson’s ration of 0.3, density of 0.2818 lb/in2, and a yield stress of 50,000
psi. This material was assigned to the bow section of the model where the shell elements are
dominant and the internal truss is comprised of beam elements. The section of the ship model
that consists of solid elements is assigned a slightly different material. For this section of the
model, a specific density is assigned that would match the weight of a fully loaded vessel based
on the volume of the remaining portion of the ship. All other elastic and plastic parameters are
kept the same. The extra weight contributed by the shell and beam elements is minimal and will
not add any extra significant load. The diagram in Figure 15 shows the stress-strain relationship
for the steel and FRP, which is discussed later. The steel has a larger yield stress; however the
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FRP has larger strains. Fracture and damage was not introduced into the model, thus any
stress or strain values greater than the ones shown in the graph are extrapolated during the
simulation. This also means that the energy that is dissipated from the vessel does not occur
from fracture or damage, but only from plastic deformation. Isotropic hardening is used to
model the plasticity model for the steel material. For the isotropic hardening model, it is
assumed that the yield surface size will change uniformly in all directions so that the yield stress
will increase in all directions as plastic straining is taking place. ABAQUS uses an associated
plastic flow rule that allows the inelastic deformation rate to be in the direction normal to the
yield surface [10].

Figure 15. Stress vs. Strain Plot for Steel and FRP
With the barge model being composed of several parts: bow, internal truss, and rear,
interaction in the FE model is required to be defined in order to ensure that the individual parts
of the barge work together as one entity to fully represent the behavior of a barge. In order for
this to take place, constraint conditions are required between the contact surfaces of the
connecting elements. A tie module is created to produce this condition. A tie is a constraint
condition that makes the global displacements, rotations, and all other degrees of freedom
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equal at the two joining nodes [10]. In addition, this command ties the entire joining surface
together and constrains each of the nodes on the slave surface to have the same motion as the
point of the master surface to which it is closest. The tie command is used at the connecting
surfaces of the solid element body and the shell element bow portion of the barge. The
command is also used to connect the side shell elements and the truss system with the bow.
In the ABAQUS model, hard contact was defined for the interaction between the vessel
and the fenders. This means that a node on one surface is not allowed to penetrate the other
surface. By this definition, the coefficient of restitution would be defined as 1, or perfectly elastic
impact [10].
3.3

Fender Models
When an errant vessel is approaching a bridge piling like the one shown in Figure 16,

the barge will either strike the substructure parallel to the direction of the channel or it will hit it at
some angle measured from the stream flow. In the first case scenario where the attack comes
straight ahead as shown in Figure 17, the collision is referred to as head-on. This is considered
to be the worst case situation because all of the energy will be directed towards the centroid of
the piling. Since the center of gravity of the ship is also heading for the center of the piling, the
energy will be absorbed by either the vessel, the piling, or both, damaging one or both. For the
circumstance where the barge is approaching the bridge at an angle similar to Figures 18 and
19, the condition is denoted as a sideway collision. For this case, the barge impacts the bridge
at a single point and is offset from the center of gravity of the vessel. If the angle of attack is
small enough, the ship may bounce off the piling, causing little damage. However, steeper
angles can cause serious consequences and needs to be considered as well.
3.3.1

Head-On Fender Model
A barge that has a head-on trajectory with a bridge will have the highest energy

absorbing demands. Therefore, a protective fender system is engineered with the ability to
deflect several feet before stopping a vessel. Figures 20 and 21 show the finite element model
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Figure 16. Barge Approaching a Bridge

Figure 17. Barge Approaching a Head-On Collision with a Bridge
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Figure 18. Barge Approaching with a Sideway Collision with a Bridge

Angle

Figure 19. Barge Approaching a Sideway Collision with a Bridge
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of the fender system designed for absorbing a head-on collision. The unit is 30 feet long, 10
feet wide on the bridge mounted end, and 5 feet wide on the free end where the head-on impact
would take place. The height of this fender unit is 2 feet. It is comprised of an outer layer of
shell elements and supported internally by 3 truss systems. This protective fender unit is
mounted on both ends of the bridge pier to protect against the head-on collisions.

10 feet
30 feet

Z

5 feet

X
Y
Figure 20. Fender System for Head-On Collisions, 3-D View

Structural steel is chosen as the material to be assigned to this fender system. The
material parameters for this fender unit match the ones used in defining the elements that make
up the bow of the ship. Once again A529 Grade 50 steel is modeled with material parameters
including a modulus of elasticity of 29,000,000 psi, density of 0.2818 lb/in2, Poisson’s ratio of
0.3, and a yield stress of 50,000 psi. Both the shell and beam elements are given these
material properties. As with the ship model, the outer layer of the head-on fender model is
modeled using 4 noded shell elements with a thickness of 4 inches and the beam elements
have a cross section that measures 4 inches by 4 inches. The truss system that supports the
shell elements are assigned with 2 noded beam elements.
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Figure 21. Top View of Fender System for Head-On Collisions
The side of the fender system that measures 10 feet is the side that would be mounted
onto the bridge pier and is given a pin connection boundary condition, preventing translation in
the x, y, and z directions. The fender system as a whole has to be given a boundary condition
that prevents translation in the z-direction only. This is done to make sure that all of the energy
absorbed by the fender is used in the deflection of the fender in the x and y plane. Figure 22
shows the boundary conditions associated with this fender model. For the shell elements and
the truss to work together, a tie constraint is introduced using the outer shell as the master
surface and the beam elements as the slave nodes.
3.3.2

Sideway Steel Fender Model
Two fender models are created to test the sideway impact demands of an errant barge.

For a sideway impact, a fender system should have the capabilities of redirecting the colliding
vessel instead of forcing it to a complete stop like the head-on collision. The first fender model
is similar to the head-on fender unit. It utilizes an outer shell layer with a truss structure for
support using steel as the modeling material. The sideway fender model is of trapezoidal shape
that measures 20 feet at the base and 17.5 feet across at the opposite end and is shown in
figure 24. It is also 5 feet wide and 2 feet in depth. Figure 25 shows the 3-D view of the steel
fender.
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Figure 22. Boundary Conditions for Head-On Fender Model

Figure 23. Boundary Conditions for Sideway Steel Fender Model
The same A529 grade 50 steel that is used to model the head-on fender system is also
used to model this protective unit. Once again, the outer cover of the fender is made of steel
and is modeled using 4 noded shell elements with a thickness of 4 inches. The trusses use 2
noded beam elements and have a cross section that measures 5 inches by 5 inches. There are
two boundary conditions used with this fender model. The first is a pin connection that is
applied along the length of the protective fender unit and is shown in Figure 23 since this is the
surface that would be mounted on the bridge. The impact surface of the unit is the opposite
side of the pinned connection side. The other boundary condition prevents all components
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17.5 feet

20 feet
Figure 24. Top View of Steel Fender System for Sideway Collisions

Figure 25. 3-D View of Steel Fender System for Sideway Collisions
of the fender system from translating in the z direction. As explained previously, this is done so
that all of the energy absorbed by the fender is done through the deformation of the protection
unit in the x and y directions. Figure 23 shows the boundary conditions associated with this
fender model. Just like the head-on fender unit, a tie constraint is required using the shell
elements as the master surface while the trusses as the slave nodes. This allows the two parts
to act together and have the same deformation values.
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3.3.3

Sideway FRP Fender Model
The second protective fender unit investigated for sideway impact utilizes a fiber-

reinforced polymer (FRP) composite material and a steel truss system. The FRP composite
cushion is supported by three external trusses that would in turn be supported on the bridge
piling. The truss system is designed to distribute the impact force of the barge across several
points to minimize potential damage to the bridge. FRP is chosen as the impact source
because the composite material is essentially a hard plastic that is weaker than steel. A system
of this type should deform more and cause less damage to the vessel. The FRP fender unit is
20 feet long, 3 feet in height, 10 inches thick and is shown in Figures 26 and 27.

Figure 26. 2D View of FRP Fender System for Sideway Collisions
The trusses, as before, are modeled with the material parameters matching that of A529
Grade 50 steel. The same 2 noded beam elements are applied with rectangular cross-section
of 4.5 inches by 4.5 inches. The cushion supported by the trusses is assigned material
parameter matching an FRP composite. For FRP, the modulus of elasticity is 3,800,000 psi,
Poisson’s ratio is 0.25, density is 0.080564 psi, and the yield stress is 29,000 psi. The FRP
component is modeled with 8 noded solid elements with a course mesh. Boundary conditions
associated with this fender system include pin-connections at the mounted end of the truss
system. In addition, rollers are applied to all of the fender components so that the system does
not translate in the z-direction. Figure 28 shows the boundary conditions associated with this
fender model. The tie command is used to ensure that the FRP cushion and steel truss
members act as one entity using the cushion as the master surface and the truss as slave
nodes.
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3 feet

20 feet

Figure 27. 3D View of FRP Fender System for Sideway Collisions

Figure 28. Boundary Conditions for Sideway FRP Fender Model
Even though beam elements are used for all fender models, no buckling analysis was
introduced. This is because dimensional properties, cross-section, length, and inertia terms, are
sufficient to keep the slenderness ratio high enough that buckling would not affect the results.
The shell elements used throughout the models are what ABAQUS calls general purpose
conventional shell elements which allow for transverse shear deformation. For these particular
elements, the value of the thickness dictated whether to formulate thick or thin shell behavior.
For the fender models however, the formulation uses thick shell analysis where transverse
shear flexibility is necessary to account for the potential large deflections and rotations.
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CHAPTER 4. FINITE ELEMENT RESULTS
4.1

Head-On Collision Results
The fender system designed for head-on collision was simulated with the barge

approaching at three different velocities: 1, 3, and 5 knots. The results were scrutinized to see
how effective the system was at stopping the errant vessel through the collapse of the internal
truss support. It was also important to observe if the bow of the ship suffered extensive crush
depth from the impact because such an occurrence could lead to environmental consequences
including chemical spills and sinking of the ship.
The figures shown in the next few pages show the stress distribution at the time of
impact, 1 second intervals, and at the point where the ship velocity is zero. The scale of the
stresses shown in each of the figures is the same. Thus, the color representing a specific stress
value in one figure would have the same value for all other figures. It can be seen that the
barge undergoes the greatest stress at the moment of impact and that the stress pattern is fairly
symmetric across the length of the bow throughout all of the simulations. The greatest
concentration of stress on the ship occurs at the contact point of the fender system and the bow.
From there, the stress is distributed in a balloon like pattern, leaving the corners of the ship
stress free. Once the velocity is zero, the stress across the ship has decreased significantly.
The figures also explain that for higher velocities, the stress in the shell elements is greater and
more spread out than the results for the 1 knot velocity. There is a concentration of stress that
occurs on the back side of the bow where the shell elements are in contact with the solid
elements. This is probably due to the interaction between the two elements. The fine
unsupported shell elements have to resist the pushing force of the heavy solid elements that
make up the rest of the barge model, creating a stress field.
Figure 31 compares the kinetic energy of the ship and the energy that is stored in the
fender versus time. As the graph shows, after 0.5 seconds the ship makes contact with the
fender and starts to decelerate, decreasing the vessel’s kinetic energy. Originally, the kinetic
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energy of the ship is approximately 2,100 kip-in. Around 1.3 seconds, that energy has dropped
to zero. The energy of the ship decreased because it was absorbed through the small
deflection in the fender. At 0.8 seconds, the energy of the fender begins to increase and
peaked at 1,860 kip-in at 1.3 seconds.
4.1.1

1 Knot Results

Figure 29. 1 Knot Stress Distribution at Impact (psi)
The plot in Figure 32 shows the comparison of the impact force on the bow of the ship in
kips to the bow crush depth measured in inches. As the graph shows, at the peak force of 1200
kip, the bow was indented approximately 0.25 inches. After which, the magnitude of the impact
force decreases and the bow begins to return to its original shape. After the load is removed
from the bow, the final deflection of the bow is around 1/100th of an inch. Thus at an impact
speed of 1 knot, the fender is capable of preventing the barge from striking the bridge pier and
will not cause any damage to the vessel.
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Figure 30. 1 Knot Stress Distribution at Zero Velocity (psi)

Figure 31. Energy Demand Plots for 1 Knot
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Figure 32. Force vs. Crush Depth for 1 Knot
In Figure 25, the largest value for the stresses is in the fender where some elements
experience stress values around the yield stress value, 50,000 psi. The stresses in the barge
are approximately 40,000 psi. Thus, any deflection in the barge will return to its original
configuration without causing damage to the ship.
4.1.2

3 Knot Results
The energies associated with the vessel and the fender system for an approach velocity

of 3 knots is shown in Figure 37. The kinetic energy initially has a value of 19,000 kip-in and
drops to zero around 2.25 seconds. The curve representing the energy in the fender is not as
uniform as the kinetic energy, but it does increase as time increases and peaks at around
23,500 kip-in. The small irregularities in the shape of the curve are due to the fluctuating values
of the force exhibited on the impact face of the fender unit.
The relationship between the impact force and barge crush depth is shown in Figure 38.
As shown above, the maximum value for the impact force is 1,560 kips with a maximum bow
displacement of almost 1.2 inches. However, once the load starts to decrease the steel bow
starts to recover and rebounds to a final displacement of 1 inch. As with the 1 knot simulation,
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Figure 33. 3 Knot Stress Distribution at Impact (psi)

Figure 34. 3 Knot Stress Distribution at 1 Second (psi)
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Figure 35. 3 Knot Stress Distribution at 2 Seconds (psi)

Figure 36. 3 Knot Stress Distribution at Zero Velocity (psi)
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there is little damage suffered by the barge due to the collision and the total kinetic energy of the
ship is absorbed through the deflection of the fender.
Figure 33 shows that the stress on the bow of the ship is at or close to, the yield stress
of the steel material which is 50,000 psi, meaning that the barge will suffer some permanent
damage. For Figure 34, the stress in the barge decreased significantly and the stress in the
steel fender increased beyond the yield stress for steel. However, this stress is limited to only
half of the fender. At the rear of the fender system, the stress values are or near zero.

Figure 37. Energy Demand Plots for 3 Knots

Figure 38. Force vs. Crush Depth Plot for 3 Knots
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4.1.3

5 Knot Results

Figure 39. 5 Knot Stress Distribution at Impact (psi)

Figure 40. 5 Knot Stress Distribution at 1 Second (psi)
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Figure 41. 5 Knot Stress Distribution at 2 Seconds (psi)

Figure 42. 5 Knot Stress Distribution at 3 Seconds (psi)
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Figure 43. 5 Knot Stress Distribution at Zero Velocity (psi)

Figure 44. Energy Demand Plots for 5 Knots
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Figure 45. Force vs. Crush Depth Plot for 5 Knots
For the 5 knot scenario, the energy demand plots are shown in Figure 44. The initial
energy of the vessel is 53,000 kip-in and is absorbed after almost 4 seconds by the fender
system. As Figure 43 suggests, over ¾ of the fender unit is damaged before the barge is come
to a stop. This large deflection accounts for the large amount of energy stored in the fender
unit. The peak value for this energy is almost 100,000 kip-in. As explained from the results on
the 3 knot simulation, the jumps in the graph are caused by the variation in the magnitude of the
applied load on the fender.
Figure 45 shows how the impact force on the barge relates to the crush depth. The
maximum value for the force that is exhibited on the bow is 1,745 kips. At this value, the
deflection of the bow is 3.6 inches. Once the load starts to be removed, the steel recovers to
3.4 inches. This type of damage is still insignificant enough to cause danger for the vessel. At
worst, the ship would need minor repairs.
4.1.4

Comparison of all 3 Cases
The plots below compare the parameters of velocity, impact force, crush depth, and

fender displacement versus time for all 3 velocities. In Figure 46, the graphs show how much
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time is used before the vessel comes to a stop. All three plots follow a linear pattern after
impact until zero velocity is achieved. For 1 knot, the time taken for the fender to stop the ship
is around 0.5 seconds. It takes almost 2 seconds to halt the ship at 3 knots and 3.5 seconds for
an approach velocity of 5 knots.

Figure 46. Velocity vs. Time
The impact force exhibited on the bow of the ship for each simulation is shown in Figure
47. Upon impact, all three plots show that the impact force spikes initially and then decreases
significantly, but never reaches zero as time increases. For 5 knots, the peak impact force is
1,745 kips. For 3 knots, this value is 1,564 kips. In the case of 1 knot, the maximum force on
the bow is 1,145 kips. The peak values for 3 and 5 knots indicate probable error with the barge
model. From the AASHTO barge model shown in Figure 10, the impact force should not be
much higher than 1,400 kips with a crush depth of 4 inches. This is most probable due to
inaccurate detailing of the barge properties including mesh type, beam properties, material
behavior, etc.
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Figure 47. Force vs. Time
Figure 48 shows how each of the three approach velocities affect the crush depth of the
ship. For all three plots, the bow indents upon impact and then rebounds slightly. For 1 knot,
the force causes the bow to deflect around 0.25 inches but then returns to its original formation
after the load is removed. At 3 knots, deflection of the bow measures just over 1 inch at impact.
Finally, the bow crushes to approximately 3.5 inches for a ship traveling at 5 knots.

Figure 48. Crush Depth vs. Time
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The graph in Figure 49 shows the deflection of the fender in feet versus time. For 5
knots, the fender deflected 14 feet before the ship reached zero velocity. The displaced fender
measured around 4.5 feet at the point where the vessel was stopped. At 1 knot, the fender
displacement was around 3 inches.

Figure 49. Fender Displacement vs. Time
4.2

Steel Fender for Sideway Collision
The steel fender system shown in Figure 25 was simulated with the barge approaching

at three velocities and three approach angles. Similar to the head-on collision, the vessel three
velocities are 1, 3, and 5 knots. Each velocity was simulated at the following angles: 10°, 20°,
and 35°. Unlike the head-on collision, the objective of the sideway impact fender system is to
redirect, not stop, an errant vessel. Therefore, it is only necessary to alter the trajectory of the
barge away from the bridge piling. For the sideway collision results, the magnitude of the
velocity was taken into consideration because the ship translates in both the x and y directions
for a sideway impact. It is also important to observe if the bow of the ship suffered extensive
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crush depth from the impact because such an occurrence could lead to environmental
consequences including chemical spills and sinking of the ship.
The figures shown in the next few pages show the stress distribution at the time of
impact, 1 second intervals, and at the point where the barge is no longer in contact with the
fender. The scale of the stresses shown in each of the figures is the same. Thus, the color
representing a specific stress value in one figure would have the same value for all other figures
and is useful in figures where the barge covers the stress scale, making some of the values
difficult to read. All of the figures show that the greatest concentration of stresses occurs
shortly after impact while the fender is resisting the energy of the vessel. At any time, the
highest stress values occur at the contact point between the fender and the ship. The stress
begins to decrease in both the fender and the ship as the trajectory of the barge is altered. The
stresses spread out from the contact point in a circle pattern across the bow. There is a
concentration of stress that occurs on the back side of the bow where the shell elements are in
contact with the solid elements. This is probably due to the interaction between the two
elements. The fine unsupported shell elements have to resist the pushing force of the heavy
solid elements that make up the rest of the barge model, creating a stress field.
4.2.1

10° Impact, 1 Knot
The energy consideration for this simulation is found in Figure 52. Because of the low

velocity and small approach angle, the barge is immediately redirected by the initial contact with
the fender system with no damage to either component. Even the stress contour plots indicate
that both the barge and the steel fender will remain elastic because the stress values never
reach the yield. As the energy plot shows, contact is made at 2 seconds where the kinetic
energy of the barge decreases slightly and the fender energy increases momentarily.
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Figure 50. 10° Impact, 1 Knot at Impact (psi)

Figure 51. 10° Impact, 1 Knot at 1 Second (psi)
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Figure 52. 10° Impact, 1 Knot Energy Demands
4.2.2

10° Impact, 3 Knots
The results for the 3 knot simulation are similar to that of 1 knot. The initial impact is

enough to alter the vessel’s trajectory because the fender energy is great enough to partially
absorb the ship’s kinetic energy. Figure 54 shows that the stress on the fender from the initial
impact is at the yield stress value, causing the fender to deflect some.

Figure 53. 10° Impact, 3 Knots Energy Demands
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Figure 54. 10° Impact, 3 Knots at Impact (psi)

Figure 55. 10° Impact, 3 Knots at 1 Second (psi)
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Figure 56. 10° Impact, 3 Knots at 1.5 Seconds (psi)
4.2.3

10° Impact, 5 Knots
Although 5 knots is the maximum velocity that an errant barge will travel when it is

approaching a bridge, the steel fender system is capable of redirecting the barge. The fender
energy matches that of energy of the moving ship. The fender will be damaged some as Figure
58 shows. After impact the fender absorbs the kinetic energy through deformation.

Figure 57. 10° Impact, 5 Knots Energy Demands
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Figure 58. 10° Impact, 5 Knots at Impact (psi)

Figure 59. 10° Impact, 5 Knots at 1 Second (psi)
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Figure 60. 10° Impact, 5 Knots at 1.5 Seconds (psi)
4.2.4

10° Impact Comparison
In the figure above, it is obvious that for a 10° impact, the vessel experiences almost no

change in velocity. The means that for all simulations, the impact imposed upon by the vessel
and the steel fender system allows the ship to change the direction of travel without slowing the
boat and causing significant damage to the hull.
The plot shows the crush depth of the bow is shown in Figure 62. At 5 knots, the bow of
the ship underwent around 1.2 inches of deflection which is insignificant. For 1 and 3 knots, the
final displacement is the same value of 0.5 inches.
Displacement of the fender is shown below. The vessel traveling at 1 knot only caused
½ inch deflection of the fender. At 3 knots, a vessel would only cause 3.5 inches of deflection
while at 5 knots, 4.5 inches of deflection was recorded. Figure 64 shows the impact force on
the bow of the ship versus time. At 5 knots, the vessel experiences over 700 kips of impact
force. Around 350 kips is generated for 3 knots and at 1 knot, the vessel is subjected to only
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100 kips. The reason for the plateau in the force graphs shown by 3 and 5 knots is because of
the length of time the ship is in contact with the fender. The impact force is caused by the initial
contact and would only damage part of the fender and is maintained as the ship travels down
the undamaged portion of the fender.

Figure 61. 10° Impact, Velocity vs. Time

Figure 62. 10° Impact, Crush Depth vs. Time
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Figure 63. 10° Impact, Fender Displacement vs. Time

Figure 64. 10° Impact, Impact Force vs. Time
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4.2.5

20° Impact, 1 Knot

Figure 65. 20° Impact, 1 Knot at Impact (psi)

Figure 66. 20° Impact, 1 Knot at 1 Second (psi)
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Figure 67. 20° Impact, 1 Knot at 2 Seconds (psi)

Figure 68. 20° Impact, 1 Knot Energy Demands
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4.2.6

20° Impact, 3 Knots

Figure 69. 20° Impact, 3 Knots at Impact (psi)

Figure 70. 20° Impact, 3 Knots at 1 Second (psi)
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Figure 71. 20° Impact, 3 Knots at 1.5 Seconds (psi)

Figure 72. 20° Impact, 3 Knots at 2 Seconds (psi)
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Figure 73. 20° Impact, 3 Knots Energy Demands
Figures 65 through 67 show the stress contours for the 1 knot simulation. The results
are similar to the 10° impact. Upon contact, the energy of the ship is transferred to the fender.
The maximum stress is in the fender at the point of contact. The energy plot shown in Figure 68
shows that the fender energy matches the kinetic energy of the vessel.
For 3 knots, Figures 69 through 72 show the stress values. As Figure 71 shows, the
fender experiences a maximum value of 55,450 psi which is enough to cause permanent
damage to the fender. The ship itself will sustain some deformation because the stress value is
close to the yield.
4.2.7

20° Impact, 5 Knots
At 5 knots, the vessel is more likely to cause damage to the bow and the fender because

of the higher kinetic energy. In Figure 76, the corner of the bow and the fender suffer a stress
value close to 60,000 psi. This value is enough to cause permanent damage to both systems.
The figure does show an inconsistency in one of the bow elements. The element in question
suggests the stress value is zero while one of the elements connected to it shows a stress value
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of 45,000 psi. This error is constant throughout the duration of the contact between the fender
and the ship and can be found in other simulations. The energy demand plot shows that the
fender system is also capable of absorbing the appropriate energy to redirect the colliding
vessel. Both the ship and fender have a change in energy of around 20,000 kip-in.

Figure 74. 20° Impact, 5 Knots Energy Demands

Figure 75. 20° Impact, 5 Knots at Impact (psi)
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Figure 76. 20° Impact, 5 Knots at 0.5 Seconds (psi)

Figure 77. 20° Impact, 5 Knots at 1 Second (psi)
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Figure 78. 20° Impact, 5 Knots at 1.3 Seconds (psi)

Figure 79. 20° Impact, 5 Knots at 1.5 Seconds (psi)
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Figure 80. 20° Impact, 5 Knots at 1.7 Seconds (psi)

Figure 81. 20° Impact, 5 Knots at 2 Seconds (psi)
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4.2.8

20° Impact Comparison

Figure 82. 20° Impact, Velocity vs. Time
For a 20° impact, there is little to no change in velocity for the simulation where the
barge is traveling at 1 knot. There is a small decrease in velocity for the 3 knot results. At 5
knots, the velocity decreases to 4 knots.

Figure 83. 20° Impact, Crush Depth vs. Time
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For a barge moving at 5 knots and a 20° impact, the steel fender caused the bow of the
ship to deflect a total of 2.25 inches. At 3 knots, the crush depth measured around 2 inches and
less than 0.5 inches for a barge traveling at 1 knot. Neither of these values indicates significant
damage to the vessel.

Figure 84. 20° Impact, Fender Displacement vs. Time
Figure 84 plots how much displacement the fender undergoes during the simulation at
20°. Only a fraction of an inch was measured for the 1 knot scenario. Whereas 8 inches of
deflection was calculated for 3 knots and 15 inches for the 5 knot case. The variation of impact
force on the bow of the ship with time is shown in Figure 85. The 5 knots plot shows that during
contact, the force value is approximately 1,100 kips. For 3 knots, this value is 700 kips. At 1
knot, the force on the ship is 75 kips. The results from this finite element simulation indicate that
for a sideway collision with the vessel approaching at 20°, the steel fender is capable of
absorbing the kinetic energy of the vessel through deflection. In addition, creating minor
damage to the vessel and protecting the bridge.
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Figure 85. 20° Impact, Impact Force vs. Time
4.2.9

35° Impact, 1 Knot

Figure 86. 35° Impact, 1 Knot at Impact (psi)
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Figure 87. 35° Impact, 1 Knot at 1 Second (psi)

Figure 88. 35° Impact, 1 Knot at 2 Seconds (psi)
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Figure 89. 35° Impact, 1 Knot Energy Demands
4.2.10 35° Impact, 3 Knots

Figure 90. 35° Impact, 3 Knots at Impact (psi)
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Figure 91. 35° Impact, 3 Knots at 1 Second (psi)

Figure 92. 35° Impact, 3 Knots at 1.5 Seconds (psi)
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Figure 93. 35° Impact, 3 Knots at 2 Seconds (psi)

Figure 94. 35° Impact, 3 Knots Energy Demands
For the vessel approaching at 1 knot and 35° impact, the initial contact brought on by the
barge causes the stress in the fender to reach the yield, but minor stress to the bow. After
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impact, the fender still remains elastic and rebounds to its original configuration, redirecting the
vessel and transferring some of the stress to the vessel. This explanation is shown in the
energy demand plot of Figure 89 because the energy of the fender closely matches the kinetic
energy of the barge.
For the same approach angle but with an initial velocity of 3 knots, the initial impact is a
little more severe on the vessel as the stress on the elements is around 50,000 psi. For this
situation however, the fender begins to yield as shown in Figure 91. The damage continues in
the fender as shown by the next figure until the vessel direction is altered in Figure 93.
4.2.11 35° Impact, 5 Knots
When a barge is approaching under the worst case conditions, the initial impact is
enough to cause permanent deformation to both the fender and the vessel as illustrated in
Figure 96. The next figure shows the deflection of the fender as the vessel continues on its
trajectory course. In Figure 98, both the barge and the fender experience a stress of around
70,000 psi. In Figure 95, the kinetic energy of the vessel decreases significantly to almost zero
while the energy stored in the fender increases to a peak value of almost 50,000 kip-in.

Figure 95. 35° Impact, 5 Knots Energy Demands
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Figure 96. 35° Impact, 5 Knots at Impact (psi)

Figure 97. 35° Impact, 5 Knots at 1 Second (psi)
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Figure 98. 35° Impact, 5 Knots at 1.5 Seconds (psi)

Figure 99. 35° Impact, 5 Knots at 2 Seconds (psi)
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Figure 100. 35° Impact, 5 Knots at 2.5 Seconds (psi)
4.2.12 35° Impact, Comparison

Figure 101. 35° Impact, Velocity vs. Time
The velocity versus time plot is shown in Figure 101. Similar to the other simulations,
the barge which strikes the fender at 1 knot experiences little decrease in speed. For the 3 knot
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scenario, the velocity is reduced to half its original speed. Lastly, at 5 knots a significant
reduction in speed occurs because the ship is in contact with the fender for a longer period of
time.

Figure 102. 35° Impact, Crush Depth vs. Time
Figure 102 is the plot of crush depth with time. It is apparent from observation that the 1
and 3 knot simulations follow the same deflection pattern. However, for 5 knots the initial
impact causes the bow deflection to increase immediately to 7 inches, and then drops to around
5.5 inches. This sudden increase is likely due to a stronger impact brought on by a higher ship
velocity. The plot indicating the displacement of the fender is shown in Figure 99. A final
displacement of 33 inches was determined for 5 knots. At 3 knots, the fender deflected a total
of 16 inches while the barge traveling at 1 knot experienced a deflection of about an inch. The
slope of the 3 and 5 knot lines are similar to the slope of the lines for the crush depth plot. This
indicates that the velocity of the barge has a dramatic effect on the deflection of both the ship
and the fender system. For a vessel traveling at 1 knot, the impact force on the bow is around
200 kips, as illustrated in Figure 104. At 3 knots, the vessel experiences a force of 1,000 kips.
Finally, the force delivered to the vessel at 5 knots is 1,200 kips.
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Figure 103. 35° Impact, Fender Displacement vs. Time

Figure 104. 35° Impact, Impact Force vs. Time
4.3

FRP Fender for Sideway Collision
The FRP fender system shown in Figure 27 was simulated with the barge approaching

at three velocities and three approach angles. Similar to the head-on collision, the vessel three
velocities are 1, 3, and 5 knots. Each velocity was simulated at the following angles: 10°, 20°,
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and 35°. Unlike the head-on collision, the objective of the sideway impact fender system is to
redirect, not stop, an errant vessel. Therefore, it is only necessary to alter the trajectory of the
barge away from the bridge piling. For the sideway collision results, the magnitude of the
velocity was taken into consideration because the ship translates in both the x and y directions
for a sideway impact. It is also important to observe if the bow of the ship suffered extensive
crush depth from the impact because such an occurrence could lead to environmental
consequences including chemical spills and sinking of the ship.
The figures shown in the next few pages show the stress distribution at the time of
impact, 1 second intervals, and at the point where the barge is no longer in contact with the
fender. As mentioned before, the scale of the stresses shown in each of the figures is the
same. Thus, the color representing a specific stress value in one figure would have the same
value for all other figures. All of the figures show that the greatest concentration of stresses
occurs shortly after impact while the fender is resisting the energy of the vessel. At any time,
the highest stress values occur at the contact point between the fender and the ship. The stress
begins to decrease in both the fender and the ship as the trajectory of the barge is altered. The
stresses spread out from the contact point in a circle pattern across the bow. There is a
concentration of stress that occurs on the back side of the bow where the shell elements are in
contact with the solid elements. This is probably due to the interaction between the two
elements. The fine unsupported shell elements have to resist the pushing force of the heavy
solid elements that make up the rest of the barge model, creating a stress field.
4.3.1

10° Impact, 1 Knot
From the stress concentration figures, the maximum stress occurs in the bow of the ship

where it is in contact with the fender. The maximum value of the stress is around 33,000 psi.
This is far less than the value which would cause the stress to yield. At 1 knot, the fender
experiences almost no stress. The figure showing the energy demand plots illustrate that there
is little decrease in kinetic energy in the ship and minute change in fender energy.
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Figure 105. 10° Impact, 1 Knot at Impact (psi)

Figure 106. 10° Impact, 1 Knot at 0.5 Seconds (psi)
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Figure 107. 10° Impact, 1 Knot at 1 Second (psi)

Figure 108. 10° Impact, 1 Knot Energy Demands
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4.3.2

10° Impact, 3 Knots

Figure 109. 10° Impact, 3 Knots at Impact (psi)

Figure 110. 10° Impact, 3 Knots at 0.5 Seconds (psi)
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Figure 111. 10° Impact, 3 Knots at 1 Second (psi)

Figure 112. 10° Impact, 3 Knots Energy Demands
With a vessel approaching at 3 knots, the initial impact creates the most stress in the
bow and is then transferred to the fender system. This transition is shown in Figures 109
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through 111. The highest stress generated in the ship is around 50,000 psi, which is the yield
stress for the material. For the fender, the maximum stress is approximately 40,000 psi. This is
enough stress for the FRP to yield, but not enough to permanently deform the steel truss
system. Similar to 1 knot, there is very small changes in the energy demands for both the ship
and the fender.
4.3.3

10° Impact, 5 Knots
With the maximum velocity of 5 knots, the fender is still capable of redirecting a colliding

vessel because the change in energy of the fender matches the change in energy of the ship.
Figure 113 shows the stress distribution at impact. There does appear to be some discontinuity
in the figure because the element that impacts the fender shows a stress value of 50,000 psi.
However, the adjacent element has a value of around 15,000 psi. This discontinuity does not
show in the next figure.

Figure 113. 10° Impact, 5 Knots at Impact (psi)
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Figure 114. 10° Impact, 5 Knots at 0.5 Seconds (psi)

Figure 115. 10° Impact, 5 Knots at 1 Second (psi)
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Figure 116. 10° Impact, 5 Knots Energy Demands
4.3.4

10° Impact Comparison

Figure 117. 10° Impact, Velocity vs. Time
Figure 117 shows that the velocity does not change throughout the simulations.
Essentially, the vessel bounces off the fender without changing the initial velocity of the ship.
The crush depth versus time is shown in Figure 118. For 5 knots, the maximum value of the
damaged ship is close to 1.6 inches. At 3 knots, the bow of the ship displaced 0.7 inches and
0.2 inches for 1 knot.
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Figure 118. 10° Impact, Crush Depth vs. Time

Figure 119. 10° Impact, Fender Displacement vs. Time
Figure 119 shows how much the fender displaced during the simulations. A
displacement of 0.025 inches was measured for 1 knot. 3 knots causes the fender to deflect 0.1
inches and over 0.2 inches at 5 knots. The impact force on the bow of the ship is shown in
Figure 120. The maximum value of the impact force is just over 700 kips at 5 knots. For 3
knots, this value is 500 kips and 100 kips for 1 knot.
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Figure 120. 10° Impact, Impact Force vs. Time
4.3.5

20° Impact, 1 Knot
The figure showing the stress values at the initial impact for 1 knot is shown in Figure

122. The maximum stress value is still below the yield stress and would not cause significant
damage to the ship. In the next figure, the direction of the barge has changed and is just
touching the fender. At this point the stress has decreased 10%. The kinetic energy of the
vessel changes by around 250 kip-in as shown in Figure 121. The fender energy jumps at the 2
second mark to 500 kip-in and then drops.

Figure 121. 20° Impact, 1 Knot Energy Demands
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Figure 122. 20° Impact, 1 Knot at Impact (psi)

Figure 123. 20° Impact, 1 Knot at 2 Seconds (psi)
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4.3.6

20° Impact, 3 Knots

Figure 124. 20° Impact, 3 Knots at Impact (psi)

Figure 125. 20° Impact, 3 Knots at 1 Second (psi)
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Figure 126. 20° Impact, 3 Knots at 2 Seconds (psi)

Figure 127. 20° Impact, 3 Knots Energy Demands
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With the barge traveling at 3 knots, the highest stress value in the bow is 50,000 psi,
enough to potentially cause permanent damage to the ship. In Figure 127, the change in
energies between the fender and ship are equal to one another.
4.3.7

20° Impact, 5 Knots
At 5 knots, the initial impact creates more stress in the fender than in the ship as shown

in Figure 128. As before, the ship will undergo some deformation because the stress is close to
or at the yield value. The next figure shows that the highest stress value is in the ship at 60,000
psi and continues into the next figure. The last picture shows the barge just before separating
from the fender. The damage that is done to the ship can easily be viewed from the distorted
shell element that was in contact with the fender. The energy demand plots are shown in Figure
132. Just like before the change in energy of the fender matches that of the kinetic energy of
the barge.

Figure 128. 20° Impact, 5 Knots at Impact (psi)
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Figure 129. 20° Impact, 5 Knots 1 Second (psi)

Figure 130. 20° Impact, 5 Knots at 2 Seconds (psi)
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Figure 131. 20° Impact, 5 Knots at 3 Seconds (psi)

Figure 132. 20° Impact, 5 Knots Energy Demands
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4.3.8

20° Impact Comparison

Figure 133. 20° Impact, Velocity vs. Time
Even though the approach angle is a steeper 20°, there is still very little change in
velocity of the barge. The largest change occurs at the 5 knot scenario; however the difference
is still less than 5%. The barge itself does suffer more damage as a result of the steeper angle.
For 5 knots, the crush depth measures 4.5 inches. At 3 knots, the damage is 2.5 inches and for
1 knot, deflection is 0.25 inches.

Figure 134. 20° Impact, Crush Depth vs. Time
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Figure 135. 20° Impact, Fender Displacement vs. Time

Figure 136. 20° Impact, Impact Force vs. Time
The deflection of the fender for the three scenarios is shown in Figure 135. Even at a
steeper approach angle the fender does not deflect very much. For example, at 5 knots the
fender deflected only 0.5 inches. 0.2 Inches of displacement is shown for 3 knots, while at 1
knot, there less than 0.05 inches of deflection. The impact force exhibited on the bow at 5 knots
is a little over 1,000 kips during its contact with the fender. For 3 knots, this values peaks at
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1,000 kips but decreases to around 850 kips before separating with the fender. The maximum
force for a 1 knot velocity is 250 kips.
4.3.9

35° Impact, 1 Knot
For a 35° impact and a barge traveling at 1 knot, both the fender and the bow exhibit a

maximum stress of 50,000 psi as shown in Figure 137. For this speed and approach angle, the
fender absorbs enough kinetic energy to force the vessel to rebound upon impact. The energy
demand plots of Figure 140 show that both the fender energy and the kinetic energy have a
difference of 1,000 kip-in.

Figure 137. 35° Impact, 1 Knot at Impact (psi)
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Figure 138. 35° Impact, 1 Knot 2 Seconds (psi)

Figure 139. 35° Impact, 1 Knot 3 Seconds (psi)
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Figure 140. 35° Impact, 1 Knot Energy Demands
4.3.10

35° Impact, 3 Knots

Figure 141. 35° Impact, 3 Knots at Impact (psi)
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Figure 142. 35° Impact, 3 Knots at 1 Second (psi)

Figure 143. 35° Impact, 3 Knots at 1.5 Seconds (psi)
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Figure 144. 35° Impact, 3 Knots at 2 Seconds (psi)

Figure 145. 35° Impact, 3 Knots Energy Demands
For the simulation where the barge is traveling at 3 knots, the vessel experiences more
stress than the fender system, shown by Figure 142. In this figure, the corner of the bow in
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contact with the fender is subject to a stress of 60,000 psi. The stress in the fender reaches this
value as well, but only momentarily and in a small area. As far as the energy consideration,
Figure 145 shows that the fender system is capable of absorbing the kinetic energy of the
vessel.
4.3.11

35° Impact, 5 Knots
For the worst case scenario, the energy demand is much higher than the previous

approach velocity and angles. For the plots in Figure 146, the kinetic energy of the barge
decreases from 50,000 kip-in to 30,000 kip-in. At the same time, the energy of the fender
increases and then levels off to around 30,000 kip-in. Thus, even for the worst condition, the
FRP fender system is capable of redirecting the colliding barge. The barge will however, be
damaged by the stresses invoked through the collision as shown in Figure 148. As before, the
maximum stress on the ship is around 50,000 psi. The figure following that one shows that the
stress is transferred to the fender as it exhibits a stress of over 66,000 psi.

Figure 146. 35° Impact, 5 Knots Energy Demands
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Figure 147. 35° Impact, 5 Knots at Impact (psi)

Figure 148. 35° Impact, 5 Knots at 1 Second (psi)
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Figure 149. 35° Impact, 5 Knots at 2 Seconds (psi)

Figure 150. 35° Impact, 5 Knots at 3 Seconds (psi)
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4.3.12

35° Impact Comparison

Figure 151. 35° Impact, Velocity vs. Time
A 35° impact is sufficient enough to decrease some of the ship’s initial velocity as shown
in Figure 151. All three plots show that the fender is capable of altering the velocity anywhere
from a half knot to a full knot. As for the crush depth model, for 5 knots, the bow displacement
reached 9 inches. For 3 knots, this measurement was 6 inches. And finally for 1 knot, 1 inch of
bow displacement was measured.

Figure 152. 35° Impact, Crush Depth vs. Time
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Figure 153. 35° Impact, Fender Displacement vs. Time
The impact force exerted on the bow of the barge is shown in Figure 154. For the lowest
velocity, the force reached 500 kips. With the ship traveling 3 knots, a peak force of 1,200 kips
was measured. With 5 knots, the impact forced reached a value just over 1,300 kips. These
results better match that of the AASHTO model, except that the AASHTO model only takes into
account head-on collisions.

Figure 154. 35° Impact, Impact Force vs. Time
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Table 5. Results for All Fender System Simulations

Head‐On Fender System
Initial Change in Impact
Velocity Velocity
Force
(knots)
(knots)
(kips)
1
3
5

1
3
5

1144
1564
1746

Crush
Fender
Depth Displacement
(inches)
(inches)
0.27
1.15
3

3.7
56.9
167.8

Change in Change in
Kinetic
Fender
Energy
Energy
(kip‐in)
(kip‐in)
2117
1879
19060
23435
52950
98201

Sideway Steel Fender System
10° Impact

20° Impact

35° Impact

1
3
5
1
3
5
1
3
5

0.022
0.09
0.11
0.08
0.38
1.08
0.34
1.48
3.79

113
347
750
180
711
1159
250
1017
1209

0.49
0.51
1.27
0.37
2.06
2.26
0.92
3.6
7.6

0.44
3.73
5.47
0.16
7.98
15.57
0.76
16.27
32.7

86
1056
2448
311
4284
19467
1126
13517
49621

41
1987
5086
1862
7123
22978
1405
18242
47606

55
678
1535
304
2306
6132
998
7928
22513

141
840
2090
576
3348
5931
1174
10366
45118

Sideway FRP Fender System
10° Impact

20° Impact

35° Impact

1
3
5
1
3
5
1
3
5

0.02
0.06
0.08
0.08
0.2
0.32
0.29
0.75
1.28

101
502
733
252
1028
1082
535
1242
1353

0.19
0.692
1.56
0.33
2.4
4.72
1
5.95
9.33
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0.024
0.11
0.24
0.056
0.22
0.52
0.093
0.73
9.51

CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION
To protect bridge pilings and piers from collapse due to collision with errant barges, finite
element studies have been conducted on prototype protective fender systems. Three different
fender systems were simulated to analyze the effectiveness of each fender to either stop or
redirect an approaching vessel without cause significant damage to the ship or barge. One
head-on fender system and two sideway fender systems were modeled against a barge
approaching at 1, 3, and 5 knots.
Results from the head-on scenario reveal that the system is effective at stopping the
vessel, even at the worst case scenario of 5 knots. The results do show some inaccuracy
because the impact force generated at this speed is 1,746 kips and a crush depth of 3 inches.
From the AASHTO model, the impact force should not get much higher than 1,400 kips and if it
does, the crush depth would increase greatly passed 4 inches. However, the effectiveness of
the fender to absorb the kinetic energy of the vessel is still valid. This inaccuracy may be
adjusted by considering more elaborate finite element meshes for the barge that project more
accurately the structural stiffness of the vessel. However, this is beyond the scope of this work.
For a sideway collision, the approach angles of the vessel used in the simulations are
10°, 20°, 35°. Comparing the values in Table 5 between the steel and FRP fender systems, the
steel system is more effective at slowing the vessel down. For a 35° impact at 5 knots, the steel
fender slows the vessel down by 3.79 knots and the fender deflects 32.7 inches. The FRP
fender slows the barge by 1.28 knots and deflects 9.5 inches. For the shallowest angle, the
impact force on the barge does not show any significant difference between the two fenders.
For steeper angles, the FRP fender appears to exert a higher force on the bow than the steel
fender. These results carry over into the magnitude of the crush depth of the vessel. For the
worst case, the steel fender causes the bow to crush in by 7.6 inches whereas the crush depth
for the FRP fender is 9.33 inches. Even at this value, the damage to the ship is not enough to
cause catastrophic events such as rupture of the hull or the sinking the barge.
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The results from the dynamic finite element analysis reveal that all the three fender
system are capable of stopping the barge in the case of a head-on collision and redirecting the
vessel for the case of a sideway crash. The results also indicate the damage to the fender will
be minor because the fender energy is capable of matching or being greater than the kinetic
energy of the barge. The results from the analysis show promise for the eventual replacement
of timber piles in favor of a pier mounted fender system. This fender system will also cut the
cost in removing broken piles that are lodged in the bottom of the hall of the barge and the
bottom of the waterway.
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CHAPTER 6. RECOMMENDATIONS
The results from the finite element simulations indicate that the proposed fender systems
are effective at protecting bridge pilings from errant barges. Therefore, it is recommended that
the three fender systems be built and tested on a small scale collision and verify if the
experimental results are similar to the finite element results. If the results from the small scale
experiments prove conclusively that such fender systems are effective, then accordingly the
AASHTO design code should be modified to account for the design of such fender systems.
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